Let A be a C*-algebra with identity; the group of star automorphisms of A leaving its center elementwise fixed is represented as the set of all global sections of a field of groups whose base space is the spectrum of the center of A and whose stalks are groups of automorphisms of a family of quotient C*-algebras. The derivations of A are similarly represented in a field of Lie algebras.
Introduction* The representation of C*-algebras as sections in bundles was used by Tomiyama and Takesaki [7] and others to study the automorphisms of these algebras. On the other hand, Teleman [6] applied representations of W*-algebras as sections in a sheaf to obtain information about their Lie algebra of derivations. For biregular rings a description of the group of automorphisms has also been achieved by Dauns and Hofmann in sheaf theoretical terms [1] . An analytic version of some of these results is presented here via the representation of a C*~algebra as sections in a uniform field.
Given a C*-algebra A with identity, there is a bundle or sheaflike structure called field and denoted by (E, π, T) , whose ingredients are: The maximal ideal space T of the center of A equipped with the hull-kernel topology and a disjoint union E of a family of quotient C*-algebras {A/I t \te T) topologized in such a way that the projection π:E-*T and the cross sections a: th-> a + I t : T->E are continuous for every ae A. The existence of such a topology depends on the upper semicontinuity of the functions t κ> ||α + It ll T->R + . If the primitive ideal space Prim A is Hausdorff, T is homeomorphic to Prim A and for the stalk above Pe Prim A, one can take the simple algebra A/P. More generally, T is the StoneCech compactification of Prim A and I t is the closed two sided ideal generated by t. In [3] 4.7 Halpern showed that if A is a W*-algebra, l t is a primitive ideal of A for every ίeΓ, and that {I t \teT} (which is homeomorphic to T) is dense in Prim A. The set of all continuous bounded global sections of this field is denoted by Γ(π), and is naturally endowed with a C*-algebra structure with respect to point-wise defined operations and the norm given by || σ || = {|| σ(t) \\\te T}. The non commutative version of the Gelfand Naimark theorem ([2] , Chap. Ill, 8.14) says that A is isometrically star isomorphic to Γ(π). One can also decompose A over the spectrum of any closed subalgebra of the center of A containing the identity [81.
The duality between C*-algebras and fields of C*-algebras [8] indicates that all the information relative to the group of automorphisms of a C*-algebra A can be found in the canonical field (E, π, T) associated to A.
A description of the group N of star automorphisms of A leaving the center elementwise fixed is given in terms of the groups of automorphisms of the fibers of (E t π, T); to this effect a field of groups is constructed, and N is realized as the group of all global sections. The derivations of A are similarly described in terms of the derivations of the stalks of the field (E, π, T) . This paper is part of the author's dissertation at Tulane University. I would like to take this opportunity of expressing my sincere gratitude to professors J. Dauns 
is a uniform field if the neighborhood filter of every point x e E has a basis given by the sets U(σ) = {yeE\ π(y) e dom a and (σ(π(y)), y) e U) where σ is a local section such that σ(π(x)) = x, dom σ is the domain of σ and U is an element of the uniformity DEFINITION 1.4. Let (E, π, T) be a uniform field whose stalks are normed spaces and whose uniformity is given by the fundamental entourages U = {(x, y) e E V E \ || x -y \\ < ε} with ε > 0, then (E, π, T) is a field or bundle of normed spaces if the following functions
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are continuous:
If the stalks of a field of normed spaces are C* -algebras and if the functions (x, y) H* xy: E V E~>E and x M> X*: E->E are continuous, then (E, π, T) is a jfteϊcZ or bundle of C*-algebras. A field of C*-algebras such that for every te T the fiber E t above t has an identity ζ(t) is a ./ϊeίcZ of C*-algebras with identity provided the selection tt-*ζ(t): T->E is continuous. The set of all bounded global sections of (E, π, T) is then a C* -algebra with respect to pointwise defined operations, by taking the sup-norm \\σ\\ = sup{||σ(t)\\ \ te T) and is denoted by Γ b (π). DEFINITION 1.5 . A set Σ of local (resp. global) selections of a field of topological spaces is called full, if for every xeE there exists T e Σ such that τ(π(x)) = x. DEFINITION 1.6. Let σ be a local section in a field of normed spaces (E, π, T) f then {x e E \ π(x) e dom a and || x -σ(π(x)) || < ε} is called the e-tube around σ and is denoted by J?~(p, e). LEMMA 1.7. Let (E, π, T) Proof. If the function tγ-*\\σ{t)\\ is upper semicontinuous, then for every ε > 0, the set {te REMARK 1.9. Let (E, π, T) be a field of normed spaces over a quasicompact space T. If the function 11-> 11 <r(t) 11: T -*R+ is upper semicontinuous for every global section σ, then σ is bounded.
Proof. The semicontinuity of ί*-> ||σ(ί) || for σeΓ (π) implies that the sets {te
form an open covering of T and since Γ is quasicompact, then σ is bounded. CONVENTION 1.10 . From now on we will assume that ί ι-* || σ(t) || is upper semicontinuous for every global section in a field (E, π, T) of normed spaces, unless otherwise specified.
2* Fields of linear maps*
2Λ
Let (E, π, T) be a field of normed spaces. Denote by t he algebra of all bounded linear transformations of E t = π~ι(t). Let ^o be the disjoint union of the family {& t \te T} and p: & 0 -+T defined by p(u) = t if ue& t .
Let I be a normed space consisting of a full set of bounded global sections of (E, π } T).
Our aim is to define a uniform field (3f y p, T) over the same topological space T, with £p c £^0 appropriately chosen. Later in § 3, we will consider a subfield of {£&, p, T) whose stalks are groups of isometries, and in §6 another subfield whose stalks are Lie algebras of derivations will be studied.
2*2• We endow ϋ% with the coarsest topology making continuous the functions
2*3* Let u be an arbitrary element of £gr oy denote by Q an open neighborhood of t = p(u), choose sections σ and τ in Σ such that uσ(t) = τ(t) and take ε > 0.
Define (u, σ, τ, Q, ε) as follows and v{σ(ρ(v) )) e JT(τ, ε)} .
Then the filter of neighborhoods of u is generated by the sets of the form M(u).
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2Λ.
For a local selection λ in (ϋ%, p, T) the following two statements are equivalent:
(1) t κ> \(t): dom λ-+ £3? 0 is a local section.
(2) £ t-> X(t)σ(t): dom λ -> J? is a local section in the field (E, π, T) for every σe Σ. 2*5* Let £3? be the subset of ϋ% consisting of the points through which there is a global section. Let σ be an element of Σ and ε > 0.
Set
It is immediate that the finite intersections of sets of the form Z7(σ, ε) are a fundamental system of entourages of a uniformity <%S for ^o. 
>ξ(t)σ(t): T\ >E is a global section in (E, π, T) .
Conversely, given a neighborhood of u of the form ikf(u, σ, r, Q, ε), let λ be a global section in (^ p, T) such that X(p{u)) = %. If we set ί = j^(^), then uσ(t) -τ(t) and X(t)σ(t) -r(ί), hence there is a neighborhood P of ί contained in Q such that for every s in P, s) -r(s) || < ε/2. If λ P is the restriction of λ to P, then
is contained in M (u, σ, τ, Q, ε) . Thus the topology induced by the uniformity coincides with the topology defined in £^. 
(b) The uniform structure induced by the field uniformity <%f is coarser than the left (resp. right) uniform structure of the stalk induced by (a).
(c) For every entourage Ue ^ there exists Ve^f such that
, where ζ(ί) is the unit elements of the group G t = p~\t).
(d) For every entourage UeiZf and every global section λ there exists an entourage Ve <& such that
The set Γ(p) of all global sections is a group with respect to pointwise defined operations and is naturally equipped with a uniform structure ^ with fundamental entourages of the form
The neighborhood filter of the identity ζ of Γ{p) for the topology determined by ^ is given by the sets REMARK 3.2. Conditions (b) and (c) of Definition 3.1 imply that the field uniformity ^ of (G, p, T) induces on each stalk the left (resp. right) uniform structure of the stalk induced by (a). (b') A fundamental system of entourages for the field uniformitŷ of (G, p, T) is given by the sets of the form
where ζ is the unit element of Γ(p) and W ranges through ^.
3Λ+
We recall that if N is a group and & is a filter on i\Γ satisfying the Properties I and II listed below, then there is a unique topology on N with respect to which N is a topological group having gf as filter of neighborhoods of the identity.
( 3.6 . Lt T the discrete space iV\{0}. Endow Q with the p-adic topology and G = T x Q with the product topology. Take as uniformity ^ for π:G->T the one given by the fundamental entourages
for n -1, 2, , where h n : T x R + ->{0, 1} is the function defined by Then (G, p, Γ) is a uniform field of topological groups, and the left uniform structure of Γ(π) is strictly coarser than *%/.
3.7'• Let
A be an involutive normed algebra, a bisection λ: A->A is a sίαr automorphism of A provided λ(# + ι/) = Xx + λ^/, λ(α?2/) = (Xx)(Xy), X(ax) = αλα; and λx* = (λ»)* for every x, y e A and αeC. If ||λ#|| = \\x\\ for every xeA, X is called an isometric star automorphism of A.
Let (E, π y T) be a field of involutive normed algebras.
Denote by A.MtE t the group of isometric star automorphisms of E t -π~ι(t) and let G o be the disjoint union of all the groups Aut E t . Let Σ be an involutive normed algebra consisting of a full set of bounded global sections of (E, π, T) and consider the uniform field {3f, p, T) defined in § 2.
If G = £& Π G o is furnished with the topology and uniform structure induced by the field topology and field uniformity of & and if p is the restriction of p: &-» T to G, then (G, p, T) is also a uniform field. 3*9* Suppose that Σ is the algebra Γ b (π) of all bounded global sections of (E, π, T) . If λ and μ are global sections in (G, p, T) , then u h-> (κμ)(t) = X(t)μ(t) is also a global section in (G, p, T) .
Proof. For every σ e Σ, in μ(t)σ(t) belongs to J? by 2.2 and then th->X(t)(μ(t)σ(t)) is also in 2\ then invoking 2.2 again, Xμ is a global section in (G, p, T).
3*10* The function % i -> u" 1 : G *-> G is continuous when G is furnished with its field topology.
Proof. Let u be an element of G and set t = p(u). Given a neighborhood of u" 1 in G of the form Λffy"" 1 , σ, τ, Q, ε) where σ,τeΣ and u -1 a(i) = τ(ί), then uτ(t) = σ(t) and so Λf(u, τ, σ, Q, ε) is a neighborhood of u in G. It ve M(u, τ, σ, Q, ε) 
3JJL The function (^, v) ι-> t6v: G V G-+G is continuous if
Proof. Given an element (u Of v 0 ) of G V G, choose any neighborhood ?7(σ, ε)(τ) and set t Q = p(u o v o ).
Without loss of generality 7 can be taken of the form 7 = ζη where £ and η are local sections in (G, p, T) such that ξ(p(u 0 )) = u 0 and ^(p(v 0 )) = v 0 . We can consider η as the restriction of a global section r?" to an open subset of T. Since σ belongs to Σ, then rja belongs to Σ too, and if u is in U(-ησ, e/2)(ί) and v is in ί7(σ, e/2)(η), then ιw is in Z7(cτ, ε)(7). 3*12* Condition (b') of 3.3 is satisfied by (G, p, T) , that is, a fundamental system of entourages for the field uniformity ^ of (G, p, T) is given by the sets of the form {(u, v)eGV G\ u" ι ve W(ζ)} where ζ is the unit element of Γ(p) and W range through <%?.
Proof. For a fundamental entourage of *%/ one has Proof. Condition (a) of Definition 3.1 was proved in 3.10 and 3.11, condition (b') of Remark 3.3 was proved in 3.12; we are going to verify condition (d) of Definition 3.1.
Given an entourage of the form U(σ, ε) and a global section X of (G, p, T), we take V = Ufa^σ, ε), then (u, v) Proof. This is a direct consequence of [8] 2.3.
THEOREM 4.2. Let (E, π, T) be a field of involutive normed algebras and Σ = Γ b (π). The group N of isometric star automorphisms of Σ leaving setwise invariant the ideals of the form I t = {σ e Σ I ϋ{t) = 0} is isomorphic to the group Γ(p) of all global sections of the field of isometries (G, p, T) associated with (E, π, T).
Proof. Let X€ N and te T. Define X t as follows xH>X t (x) = (Xσ x )(t): E t -+E t where σ x eΣ and α α (ί) = x. The definition of X t (x)
is clearly independent of the particular σ x taken through x, and λ e is a star automorphism of E t whose inverse is (λ" 1 )*. Furthermore, by [8] 2.3, ||λ 4 
(s)|| -||(λσ,)(ί)|| ^ || λ|| ||σ.(ί) || = ||σ.(ί)|| = ||α?|| and II K\x) II -II (λ-^Kί) II ^ II λ^-1 IIII σ x (t) || = || σ.(t) ||, if a? = α(t) for each xeE t = π-'it)
, then ||α?|| = HλΓ'Cλ^)) || ^ ||λ t (α;) ||, hence λ, is an isometry of E t .
Consider the selection φ(X) of (G, p, Γ) given by t\-^X t : T->G. For every o-e^ the selection tv-*X t {σ{t))\ T-*E is continuous, hence by 2.4 φ(λ) is a global section. Thus φ is a group homomorphism from N into Γ(p). On the other hand, given a global section )? in the field of automorphisms (G, p, T) and a section σ e Σ, the map tv^η{t)σ{t): T-*E is a section ησeΣ, and since ||(^)(ί)ll = ΊI^WII for every teT, then a(η):σh+ησ is an isometric star automorphism of Σ leaving setwise invariant the ideals {I t \ t e T) and a is a group homomorphism whose inverse is φ, indeed, for every λ e N, σ e Σ and teT, (a(φ(X))σ)(t) = φ(X)(t)σ(t) = (λσ)(ί)
, then α(φ(λ)) = λ, that is, «°9 = id^r. On the other hand, for every ηeΓ(p), every te T and every a;6ί t , if σeΣ and σ(£) = x, then 0>(αθ7))(£)B = ^(^(ίOX^MO = (a(η)σ)(t) = η(t)σ(t) = η(t)x, then a{φ{η))(t) = j?(ί), therefore φ(a(η)) = η, that is, φoa = ϊd Γ{p) . REMARK 
Consider the group homomorphism e t : η \-+ η(t): Γ(p)-^Autπ~1(t) y then Im e t = p~\t) because G was defined as the subset of G o consisting of the points u such that there is a global section η: T-+G o with η(p(u)) = u. But ker e t = {ηe Γ(p) \ (Vσ e = {5?e Γ(p) I (vσ e ^)(α(^)σ -σe then p-^ί) is isomorphic to the quotient proup N/R t where R t = {XeN\(Vσe Σ)(Xσ -σe
4*4* Let A be a C*-algebra with identity and B a sub-C*-algebra of A contained in its center and containing the identity, then the group N of star automorphisms of A leaving setwise invariant the closed two sided ideals generated by a maximal ideal of B is equal to the group of star automorphisms of A leaving B elementwise fixed.
Proof. This follows from 4.1 and [8] , Theorem 3.5. DEFINITION 
Let (E, π, T) be a field of involutive normed algebras, an automorphism (s t Λ) of (E, π, T) ([8], 4.3) is called isometric star automorphism if s is the identity map of T and Λ: E->E is a homeomorphism such that πoΛ = π and xt-*Ax: E t -+E t
is an isometric star automorphism.
4*6• Let (E, π, T) be a field of involutive normed algebras and
, then the group N of isometric star automorphisms of Σ leaving setwise invariant the ideals of the form I t = {σ e Σ | σ(t) = 0} is anti-isomorphic to the group Isom (E, π, T) of isometric star automorphisms of the field {E, π, T).
Proof. Let ζ be an element of N. Define θ(ζ) by XH θ{ξ)x = (ξσ) (π(x) )ι E-+E with σeί such that tf(τφ)) = α. By [8] 2.3,
Similarly || ^(ί" E, π, T) .
Similarly for every teT, σeΣ and ξeN, Ύ(θ(ξ)σ)(t) = (θ(ζ) o σ)(t) = θ(ζ)(σ(t)) = (ξσ)(t), then Ύ(θ(ξ)) -ξ for every | e N.
Thus Ύ is an anti-isomorphism between Isom (E, π, T) and N whose inverse is θ.
4*7'
• For a C*-algebra with identity, we collect the preceding results in the following 
of star automorphisms of A leaving setwise invariant the closed two sided ideals generated by a maximal ideal of the center Z of A. The groups iV 3 of all global sections of the field (G, p, T) obtained from the canonical field (E, π y T) 9 over the spectrum T of Z, associated A. The group iV 4 opposite to the group of star automorphisms of the canonical field (E, π, T) of the form (l τ , A) where l τ is the identity map of the spectrum T of the center of A.
Proof. This follows from 4.2, 4.4, 4.6 and [8] Theorem 3.5. 
Let (E, π, T) be a field of C*-algebras with identity, Aut (E, π, T) the group of star automormorphisms of (E, π, T) and
Proof. Every star automorphism of Γ(π) leaves its center invariant, then if (E, π, T) is central it determines a star automorphism of the pair (C(T), Γ(π))
and hence a star automorphism of (E, π, T), conversely every star automorphism of (E, π, T) determines a star automorphism of (C(Γ), Γ(π)) and hence a star automorphism of Γ(π) ([8] , 4.6). 
(xy) -δ(x)y + xδ(y)
for every x,yeA 9 Given a e A, the map x h-> ax -xa is an inner derivation. If δ and p are derivations of A and z is a complex p, zδ and [δ, p] respectively. The set J of all derivations of A is a Lie Algebra with respect to these operations. In particular the bracket product is a bilinear map such that [λ, μ] = -\μ, λ] and [[λ, μ] , v] + [ [μ, v] , λ] + [ [v, λ] , μ] =0. If δ is a derivation of a C*-algebra, then δ is norm continuous and its restriction to the center of A is identically zero.
If A is a C*-algebra and / is a closed two sided ideal of A, then δ(l)al for every derivation δ of A ([5], 2.2).
Proof. Γ = I, where / 2 denotes the linear subspace generated by the set of all products xy, with xe I and ye I. Since δ(cu^) -%δ(y) + <5(#)2/ belongs to I, for every x, y e I, then δ(J) c J. 5*3* Let (E, π, T) be a field of normed algebras. Denote by Der E t the Lie algebra of all derivations of E t = π~\t) and let L o be the disjoint union of the family {Der E t 11 e T}. Let Σ be a normed algebra consisting of a full set of bounded global sections of (E, π, T) and consider again the uniform field {2f, p, T) defined in § 2, associated with Σ.
If L = ^nio is equipped with the topology and uniform structure induced by the field topology and field uniformity of £& and if q is the restriction of p: £& -• T to L, then (L, q, T) is also a uniform field.
5.4+
Suppose that Σ consists of all global sections with quasicompact support in (E, π, T) and that λ and μ are global sections in (L, q, T) , then 11-> (zX)(t) = zX(t) with z a complex number,
Proof. If (7Gl, then by 2.4 t\-+X(t)σ(t) and ί\-*μ(t)σ(t) are global sections of (£/, 7Γ, Γ) and their supports are still quasicompact.
The maps ίH*(zλ(ί))(σ(ί)) ίh>(λ(ί) + μ(t))(σ(t)) and (, , ) q The maps ίH*(zλ(ί))(σ(ί)), ίh->(λ(ί) + μ
(t))(σ(t)) and -μ(t)(X(t)σ(t))
also belong to Proof. Let (u 0 , v o )e L V L, t = q(u 0 ) = g(^0) and ilf(% 0 + v 0 , ίT, τ, Q, ε) a fundamental neighborhood of u Q + ^0 Without loss of generality τ can be taken of the form τ = τ x + r 2 where r x and τ 2 are global sections such that τ x {t) = ^0^(0 and r £ (ί) = v Q σ(t). If (u, v)eLV L, ueM(u Of σ, τ l9 Q, e/2) and v6M"(v 0 , <?, r a , Q, ε/2), the u + veM (u 0 + v 09 σ, τ, Q, ε) . Hence the sum is continuous. 5*6. Let (E, π, T) be a field of normed algebras, Γ c (π) the algebra of all global sections with quasicompact support of (E, π, T) and J the Lie algebra of derivations of Γ c (π) leaving setwise invariant the ideals of the form I t = {σe Γ c (π) \ σ(t) = 0}, then / is isomorphic to the algebra Γ(q) of all global sections of the field (L, q, T).
Proof. Let λ e J and t e T. Define λ t as follows λ t : x \-+ (Xσ x )(t): E t -*E t where σ x e Γ e (π) and σ x (t) = x. This function is well defined, indeed, if σ, τ e Γ c (π) and σ(ί) = τ(ί) = x, then λ(cτ -τ) e I t
and (Xσ)(t) = (Xτ)(t). Let f(λ): t\->\: T-+L, if σeΓ c (π), then \(σ(t)):
T-+E is a section, hence by 2.4 i/r(λ) is an isomorphism from the Lie algebra / into the Lie algebra of all global sections of (L, q, T) .
On the other hand, given a global section ξ in the field (L, q, T) and a global section σeΓ c (π), β(ξ)σ: 11-> ξ(t) Therefore G is an isomorphism between Der {E, π, T) and J whose inverse is F. (
ii) The Lie algebra of derivations of the canonical field (E, π, T) associated with the pair (B, A). (iii) The Lie algebra of global sections of the field of derivations (L, g, T) obtained from (E 9 π, T).
Proof. This follows from 5.2, 5.6 and 5.9.
6. The exponential function* 6.1. Let A be a C*-algebra with identity. We identify A with the algebra Γ(π) of all global sections of the canonical field (E, π, T) associated with A over the spectrum T of the center of A. As usual I t denotes the ideal I t = {σ e Γ(π) \ σ(t) =0}. It was observed in [8] 3.1, that I t is the closed two sided ideal generated by te T.
Let J be the Lie algebra of derivations of A and N the group of automorphisms of A leaving the center elementwise fixed. The following diagram is commutative Thus EXP: L-»G is continuous on bounded sets.
7Φ One example^ Let M 2 (C) be the algebra of all 2 x 2 complex matrices and let A be the C*-algebra consisting of all sequences X = (X n ) n of elements of M 2 (C) converging to a diagonal matrix
The center Z of A is C*-isomorphic to the algebra c of all convergent sequences of complex numbers. For every positive integer k^l (resp. for k = 0) the ideal c k of all convergent complex sequences whose Mi term is zero (resp. whose limit is zero) is a maximal ideal of c, and these are all its maximal ideals.
The closed two sided ideal generated by c k with k ^> 1 (resp. by Co) is the ideal of all X such that X k = 0 (resp. lim X k = 0). By the (noncommutative) Gelfand-Naimark representation theorem ([2] , Chapter III, 8.14; [8], 3.5) , A is isometrically star isomorphic to the algebra of all global sections of a field of C*-algebra (E, π, T) whose base space T -Z + U {ω} is the one point compactification of the discrete space Z + of position integers, and whose stalks are {t} x M 2 (C) for t Φ ω and {t} x C 2 for t -ω. Every star automorphism of M 2 (C) is inner given by a unitary matrix, and C 2 has only two automorphisms, the identity and (z lf z 2 ) ι-» (z 2 , zj: C 2 H^ C 2 . The group N of star automorphisms of A leaving the center elementwise fixed is then isomorphic to the group of all global sections of a field ((?, p, T) over the same base space and its stalks are the group of star automorphisms of M 2 (C) it t Φ ω and the group with two elements if t -ω. Every section of (G, p, T) is given by a sequence (U k ) k of 2 x 2 unitary matrices converging to (Λ J or to L J in the strong operator topology on the set of diagonal matrices. Indeed, to a continuous section of ((?, p, T) there is associated a sequence (U k ) k of unitary 2x2 matrices such that if X -(X k ) k belongs to A and X ω is its limit, then lim U k X k U* = φ (X ω with \d k \ = 1. Now let J be the Lie algebra of derivations of A. Then J is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of all global sections of the field (L, q, T) obtained from (E, π, T) .
Every derivation of M 2 (C) is inner and C 2 being commutative has no nonzero derivations. Then every global section of (L, q, T) is given by a sequence (V k ) k of complex 2x2 matrices converging to zero in the strong operator topology on the set of diagonal matrices, i.e. V k D -DV k converges to zero for every diagonal matrix D.
